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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we describe recent developments and our 
experiences in releasing WebAnywhere.  WebAnywhere was 
originally designed as a web-based alternative to a traditional 
screen reader. It can be run on any computer without installing 
new software, making it ideal for use on-the-go or in libraries and 
schools where the appropriate access technology is unlikely to 
already be installed and where users do not have permission to 
install it. Since its initial release nearly two years ago, 
WebAnywhere has expanded from its original goal of supporting 
blind web users to become a platform for an array of technologies 
supporting access for people with disabilities. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: User 
Interfaces; H.5.4 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]: 
Hypertext/Hypermedia – architectures, navigation 

General Terms 
Design, Economics, Human Factors 

Keywords 
Accessibility, Assistive Technology, Blind, Low-Vision, Speech 
Recognition, Text to Speech, Usability 

1. INTRODUCTION 
WebAnywhere was originally introduced as a web-based screen 
reader [1,9]. Its primary advantage was a unique architecture 
(described in [2]) that allows it to be run from any computer with 
a web browser without installing new software and therefore 
without requiring users to have special permissions. It runs in any 
web browser on any platform. This paper describes our 
experiences having released WebAnywhere and the surprising and 
promising directions that it has taken since that time. 
WebAnywhere has become a way to deliver features associated 
with a host of different kinds of access technology, a living 
laboratory that can teach us much about how people with 
disabilities are using the web, and “good enough” to fill in for a 
variety of access technology for which it was not designed. 

WebAnywhere was released on a public site in June 2008 and 
since then it has attracted a large number of visitors - both those 
who are curious and those who use it as a tool for access. For 
many visitors, WebAnywhere was their first introduction to 
access technology. Surprisingly, many of these visitors are not 
blind: WebAnywhere also attracts people with low vision, web 
developers, special education teachers, and people with learning 
disabilities. People come from all over the world, and a small 
community of developers has begun to create localized versions 
for many different languages. WebAnywhere has proven its 
potential to serve as a vehicle to disseminate access technology 
quickly and easily to a large number of users across the world. 

2. USAGE 
Since its release, WebAnywhere usage has grown steadily. After a 
brief peak at its introduction, WebAnywhere visitors remained 
relatively stable at 600-700 unique visitors per week. Usage 
increased dramatically over the last few months of 2009, roughly 
corresponding with our introduction of 30 new languages (Figure 
1). Users have come from all across the globe, although they have 
thus far been concentrated in the English-speaking countries 
(Figure 2). These numbers have been calculated to ensure that  
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Figure 1: Weekly Web Usage between November 15, 2008 and 
May 1, 2009. An average of approximately 600 unique users 
visit WebAnywhere each week. The drops in users in 
Decembers roughly corresponded to winter breaks in the 
United States, and the rise in the last months of 2009 
correspond roughly to the introduction of new languages. 
WebAnywhere offers the chance for a living laboratory to 
improve our understanding of how blind people browse the 
web and the problems that they face. 
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those visitors counted actually used WebAnywhere and were not 
people or automated processes using it for other purposes. 

Although we were concerned that this growth might overwhelm 
the service and preemptively built-in support for balancing 
WebAnywhere load across multiple servers, this has thus far not 
been an issue. WebAnywhere can quite easily handle high levels 
of traffic for at least two reasons – first, a single server can handle 
nearly 20 simultaneous text-to-speech requests not served from 
the cache without substantial performance problems, and reaching 
that many simultaneous requests would require many more 
visitors than we are receiving in practice. The primary reason is 
that users are usually not making requests to the server – they are 
often reading and not generating requests, or their requests come 
from the extensive text-to-speech cache. 

3. NEW FEATURES 

WebAnywhere has been updated extensively based on user 
requests. We have added support for new languages, support for 
people who can see the screen but still find voice feedback useful, 
and even support for those who prefer to use speech recognition 
instead of a keyboard. When WebAnywhere was started, simply 
delivering the screen reader experience was challenge enough; our 
experiences over the past two years have shown that we can 
deliver most software-based access technology within the 
constraints imposed by WebAnywhere – that is, no software to 
install and right from the web browser. 
 

3.1 Bringing WebAnywhere Global 
Before WebAnywhere was released, we already had requests for 
languages other than English. We hypothesized that users would 
want more features to help them better access more types of 
content, but of all of the requests the most were for language 
support. In retrospect, this makes sense – blind web users who 
speak English have a number of choices. English is included by 
default in virtually all popular screen readers, and is also the only 
voice available with Serotek’s System Access To Go (SA-to-Go). 
The Serotek tool differs from WebAnywhere in a number of ways 
(see [1]), but for users the effect is similar – if they can run SA-to-
Go on the machines they access, then it fills a similar need as 
WebAnywhere. The tool is not as useful for people who do not 
speak English. 

Adding support for additional languages requires two main 
components – first, we need access to free text-to-speech engines 
capable of speaking the language we would like to add, and we 
need support for localizing WebAnywhere’s interface into the 
new language (so that instead of “Welcome to WebAnywhere” it 
might say “” instead). Fortunately, one of our open source 
contributors took on this task to support his interest in supporting 
Cantonese. He added support in a general way that has allowed us 
to expand to supporting more than 30 languages. The open source 
text-to-speech engine eSpeak provides support for most of those 
languages [5]. 

3.2  Features for Sighted Users 
We were also surprised to learn early on that in addition to the 
blind web users to whom WebAnywhere was targeted, 
WebAnywhere was also being used by sighted users. Specific 
features introduced to support sighted users include (i) improved 
mouse support, (ii) highlighting content that is being read, (iii) 
presenting a high-contrast view of what is being read (Figure 3). 
With the support of Ivona [7], WebAnywhere now uses a high-
quality voice for its default speech engine, which is a feature most 
requested by the sighted English-speaking users of our site. 

Again we found that if you package up access technology in a 
way that is easy for others to use then they may find all sorts of 
uses for that technology that you might not have originally 
intended. We have found informally that many developers like to 
use WebAnywhere to evaluate their web pages because its 
highlighting makes following along much easier. Most screen 
readers, assuming that their audience is only blind web users, do 
not provide visual clues to help sighted people follow along. 
Nevertheless, using a screen reader can actually help developers 
better-evaluate their web sites for accessibility issues [8]. 

3.3 Speech Recognition 
The most recent addition to WebAnywhere’s set of features is 
speech recognition. Speech recognition is used by many people 
with disabilities to operate their computers and may be preferred  

by users who find the numerous keyboard shortcuts available 
more difficult to remember than plain English commands. 
WebAnywhere’s architecture allows for additional input 
mechanisms to be easily added, but this is one of the most 
difficult features to achieve within WebAnywhere’s constrained  

Figure 2: From November 2008 to May 2009, WebAnywhere was used by people from over 90 countries. This chart lists the 40 
best-represented countries ranked by the number of unique IPs identi_ed from each country that accessed WebAnywhere over 
this period. 33.9% of the total 23,384 IPs could not be localized and are not included. 

UNITED STATES: 6815 UNITED KINGDOM: 2307 CANADA:  675
ITALY:    611 INDIA:  455 AUSTRALIA:   409
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architecture. Indeed, we needed to make a compromise in order to 
achieve it. WebAnywhere’s speech recognition capability can run 
on any platform from most any browser, but it does require the 
user to be able to approve a Java Applet’s access to the 
microphone on the computer. Most machines allow this, but some 
heavily locked-down terminals may not. 

WebAnywhere’s speech recognition capability is enabled using 
the existing WAMI Toolkit, which provides a Javascript speech 
recognition API [6]. With the availability of this API, adding 
speech recognition support was relatively straight-forward. 
Additional Javascript was added to WebAnywhere to turn on the 
speech recognition capability, and receive call-backs from the 
speech recognition engine. We created a simple grammar that 
includes most WebAnywhere commands – for instance, “next,” 
“previous heading,” “click,” etc. When a new utterance is heard, 
WAMI invokes a WebAnywhere-specific callback that then 
causes the correct action to be performed. Because of the limited 
number of commands (approximately 30), the grammar is quite 
simple and we have found recognition to be quite accurate. 

3.4 Summary 
WebAnywhere has grown to support a wide array of features and 
demonstrates that most features available in commercial access 
technology software products can be replicated in its constrained 
architecture. As always, these new advanced features are available 
on our open source repository so that other developers may build 
from them [10]. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The release of WebAnywhere has taught us many pragmatic 
lessons about access technology. Although research and industry 
efforts often focus on creating better products that have more 
features or that are better able to handle certain new technologies, 
a difficult challenge of equal importance is simply getting the 
technology that would be most useful to a particular user to that 
person and helping to train them to use it effectively. Numerous 
factors influence these aspects – from awareness, to cost, to 
education. As WebAnywhere received attention in the press, we 

received many emails and phone calls from people who were so 
happy to find out that someone had finally developed a way for 
blind people to access the web. Although we often take for 
granted that screen readers have existed for decades, and screen 
readers for the web at least fifteen years, many people who could 
benefit from these tools simply do not know that they exist. 

4.1 Key Features 
The WebAnywhere delivery model includes several key features 
fundamental to its delivery model that help it easily spread and 
build awareness. We believe that future projects seeking to reach a 
similar user group as WebAnywhere will want to emulate the 
features outlined below: 

1. Free - The fact that WebAnywhere is free for users to use is 
important. Beyond issues of fairness and equal access, a free 
tool allows people to easily try the software without 
committing to a purchase. A primary goal of WebAnywhere 
is to run anywhere and since it is free we do not have to put 
restrictions on where it can be run. 

2. No Installation - A related advantage of the WebAnywhere 
model is that no new software needs to be installed. As a 
consequence, software developed following the 
WebAnywhere model will work on any platform that 
supports web access, even those that are developed later. 

3.  Low-Cost Distribution & Updates - As a consequence of 
web-based delivery, users always receive the latest version of 
WebAnywhere. New features and updates can reach users 
quickly, helping to decrease the lag users might experience in 
their access technology responding to technology trends. 

5.    ONGOING CHALLENGES 
The main challenges we have experienced with WebAnywhere 
have resulted from two main sources: (i) the large number of users 
using WebAnywhere, and (ii) limitations and challenges related to 
WebAnywhere’s architecture. 

5.1    Supporting Users 
The large number of users visiting WebAnywhere is both its 
greatest success and a challenge as we go forward. As opposed to 

 
Figure 3:  WebAnywhere now supports a number of features designed to support users beyond its original target of blind web users. 
Eventually, these could incorporated into separate tools specializing in supporting different user requirements, but making them all 

accessible from a single screen has the advantage of easy access to the features a user needs in their current context. 



many research projects that can suffer a few bugs, with 
WebAnywhere those bugs directly affect users. We have also 
been deluged with feature requests – many of which we would 
love to support but which may linger as we deal with issues of 
higher priority or which we feel may be more easily achieved. 
Although we have helped many people through email and even 
over the phone learn to use WebAnywhere, this is no replacement 
for a real training course. We are fortunate that many users seem 
to be helping one another learn to use WebAnywhere, and very 
thankful for the active participants in our open source project who 
have taken it upon themselves to add features that we would 
otherwise not yet have been able to add ourselves.  
 

5.2    WebAnywhere Architecture 
For WebAnywhere to work with installing new software, it needs 
to have a proxy installed, which bypasses the same-origin 
restriction enforced by the browser and allows WebAnywhere’s 
code programmatic access to the Document Object Models of the 
web pages downloaded using it (see [2] for a more thorough 
description). This unfortunately brings about two of the most 
challenging problems for WebAnywhere. First, web pages are 
often not created to support viewing using a “link-rewriting” 
proxy and retrieving and displaying web pages through such a 
proxy can cause them to break. Particularly troublesome is 
Javascript, which is both the most difficult part of the page to 
rewrite correctly and the most disruptive when it fails to be 
rewritten properly. 

Second, WebAnywhere acts as a proxy and so it can be used as a 
way to bypass firewalls and other restrictions users may have on 
their Internet access. We initially noticed an unusually large 
amount of traffic from China before we began enforcing what we 
felt was a “normal” browsing pattern – specifically, users can now 
only download content through the proxy if they first load the 
WebAnywhere homepage. If the WebAnywhere script is not 
running when content is downloaded, the service will prevent 
future downloads. Nevertheless, some users may be willing to 
view content through WebAnywhere in order to bypass the filters 
that apply to them. We have noticed that this is particularly true 
for high school students determined to do almost anything to read 
their web-based email and social networks from school.1 

6.  FUTURE WORK 
WebAnywhere continues to be both a useful platform for access 
technology and a rich living laboratory for research. In addition to 
continuing to add new features, fix bugs, and find new ways to 
support our users, we plan research in the following directions: 

 Visualization of User Trails – creating a usable experience 
for screen reader users can be difficult. We are already 
observing that many web developers appreciate the relative 
ease in which they can follow WebAnywhere users because 
of the highlight. We believe that new ways for visualizing 
the browsing histories of web users to make usability 
problems even more apparent to web developers. 

 Leveraging Browsing History – experienced screen reader 
users employ a number of browsing strategies to help them 
browse more efficiently [3]. WebAnywhere is able to capture 
these browsing strategies at a granularity not possible with 

                                                                 
1 The usage numbers in Section 2 apply even stricter rules in an 

attempt to discard data from users not using the service for its 
intended purpose. 

commercial screen readers– if we can automatically detect 
browsing, we might be able to help introduce these strategies 
to new users who might not have yet learned effective 
strategies. 

 Getting New Technology to Users – as dynamic web pages 
have become increasingly popular, user adoption of assistive 
technology that can support them has lagged. WebAnywhere 
can deliver ARIA support to older browsers, and may be an 
early test bed for HTML 5 support. 

We invite those interested in achieving these future goals to 
contact us or visit the open source project site [10] to get started. 

7.   CONCLUSIONS 
WebAnywhere is a unique solution to the complex problems of 
delivering access technology to people wherever they happen to 
be and for a price they can afford. Our experiences in deploying 
WebAnywhere have highlighted the multifaceted challenges faced 
by the access technology field – from user support and adjusting 
to new technology to simply letting users know that technology 
they could benefit from even exists. The WebAnywhere delivery 
model uniquely addresses these problems in ways that we believe 
other access technology could leverage. 
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